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Background: Persons with a high tendency towards anger often abuse substances. When problematic anger interferes with substance
abusers’ ability to cope, the occupational therapist plays a vital role in providing opportunities for substance abusers to experience
and practice effective ways to deal with their anger. Many substance abusers seem to also have atypical sensory processing patterns.
In Occupational Therapy atypical sensory processing is recognised as a domain of concern not only in children, but adults as well. It is
against this background that the question was asked whether relations exist between substance abusers’ anger behaviour and their
sensory processing.
Methods: A quantitative, cross-sectional study was conducted to describe adult substance abusers’ anger behaviour and sensory
processing patterns. Adults with substance abuse difficulties admitted to two institutions in Pretoria between 1 October 2008 and 29
May 2009 represented the study population. The one institution specialises in substance abuse rehabilitation, while the other is an
inpatient treatment facility for clients with mental health problems. A total of 84 participants met the inclusion criteria, of which 54
participants were in-patients at one institution and 30 in-patients at the other institution. Participants reported on the following anger
behaviours: verbal expression, physical expression, escape, substance use, suppression, non-verbal expression, and calming strategies.
Participants’ sensory processing patterns were determined by completing the Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile.
Results: Anger behaviour in the majority of participants with low registration patterns more than the typical norm, was related to
a style of directly expressing anger (65.5% regularly expressed anger physically and 61.5% regularly expressed anger verbally). Anger
behaviour in the majority of participants with sensory-avoidance patterns more than the typical norm, was related to a style of avoiding
anger (62.5% seldom expressed anger verbally, 60.8% regularly escaped from anger situations and 58.9% regularly suppressed their anger).
Conclusions: Occupational therapists should consider evaluating and if necessary address the sensory processing of their adult
clients with problematic anger and/or substance abuse difficulties. Further research on the above associations is indicated in clinical
and non-clinical populations. For future studies the use of a qualitative research approach and purposive or representative sampling are
recommended. This will provide deeper understanding of relations found and support generalisation of results.
Key words: occupational therapy, anger behaviour; anger management style; substance abuse; sensory processing; sensory pro-

cessing patterns

Introduction

Anger management problems can affect every aspect of a person’s
life – especially when it leads to the chronic experiencing of anger,
hostility and subsequently violence1. Many persons with a high tendency to become angry also seem to often abuse substances2,3,4,5.
In a study conducted by Tafrate et al6 participants with a high
tendency to anger used three times more substances than persons
with a low tendency to anger. It seems that rehabilitated substance
dependants revert back easier to their substance abuse habits

when they experience anger management problems7. Clients
abusing substances often need occupational therapy for associated
medical, physical or psychosocial problems8 and in these cases
the occupational therapist aims at improving the clients’ ability to
manage a balanced lifestyle and to effectively cope with stress9.
Thus, when anger interferes with the substance abusers ability
to cope, the occupational therapist plays a vital role in providing
opportunities to experience and practice effective ways of dealing
with their anger9.
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Stoffel and Meyers11 as well as Crouch9 emphasise the importance of occupational therapists following a holistic approach
when treating clients who abuse substances. The research study of
Quadling et al12 found that 80% of a sample of 64 adult substance
abusers showed significant sensory seeking or sensory avoiding
behaviour in one or more sensory systems. In occupational therapy,
sensory processing difficulties are recognised as a domain of concern not only in children, but adults as well13. Brown and Dunn14
recognised the need for an adult measure of sensory processing
that included all sensory modalities and which was based on a
theoretical model. This led to the development of the Adolescent/
Adult Sensory Profile15. Anectodal evidence suggests that sensory
processing disorders may play a large role in children and adolescents that present with emotional regulation difficulties16. Dunn’s
Model14 depicts sensory processing patterns as stable traits of a
person across the life span indicating that there is a possibility that
sensory processing difficulties can also affect the emotional regulation of adults, for example when they experience anger.
Adults with insight into the manner in which their brain processes
sensory information are aware of and understand their own sensory
preferences, dislikes and behaviour towards sensory stimuli and adapt
their behaviour using healthy ways to satisfy their sensory needs17,18.
Persons without this insight become more easily involved in high-risk
behaviour such as in reckless driving, some types of sexual relationships or substance abuse19. When adults manage sensory stimuli in a
way that it impedes the regulation of their nervous system’s state of
arousal, increased levels of anxiety, frustration or anger can occurr18.
During intervention the occupational therapist and client need to
become aware of which sensory stimuli cause stress and must be
managed differently, as well as which sensory stimuli contribute to
a calm alert state14,17. This insight can also be shared with significant
people in the client’s life to provide them with better understanding
of the client’s behaviour and therefore offer better support13,14,17.
The discussion so far led to the researchers to question whether
possible connections existed between substance abusers’ anger
behaviour and their sensory processing patterns. Although it is
possible to explain these connections in theory, research shedding
some light on this topic is almost non-existent. Therefore the goals
for the study were to, first investigate substance abusers’ behaviour
that manifested when they experienced anger (anger behaviour),
then to determine substance abusers’ sensory processing patterns
(as explained in Dunn’s15 Model) and lastly to describe the possible
connections between substance abusers’ anger behaviour and
sensory processing patterns.

Literature Review
The three main concepts of this study are briefly discussed.

Substance abuse
There is still a need for studies that could lead to the effective treatment of substance abuse20, 21 with the gap in knowledge existing
within both the pharmaceutical and psychosocial fields22. Some
authors9,22,23,24,25,26 describe occupational therapy treatment for
substance abuse, but research within this field is limited.
The results of one Occupational Therapy study supported the
use of arts and crafts in substance rehabilitation27. Martin et al21 investigated the changes in occupational performance, self-image and
quality of life of substance abusers receiving occupational therapy,
as part of their programme at a halfway house. Stoffel and Moyers11
compiled an occupational therapy perspective of interventions for
persons with substance abuse disorders based on an interdisciplinary literature review. Researchers emphasise the need for time and
money to support comprehensive research projects on the role that
occupational therapists play in the treatment of substance abuse11,27,28.

of anger have been identified as different styles of anger management31. In their descriptive study, Tafrate et al6 described the different
components of anger behaviour as being the verbal expression of
anger, the physical expression of anger, resolution (assertiveness),
the escape from an anger situation, the suppression of anger, the
non-verbal expression of anger and substance use.
Although occupational therapists treat adult clients with poor
anger management8 literature discussing this is scarce 32. Taylor8
as well as Grogan10 published articles on occupational therapy
and anger management based on psychology research, especially
cognitive-behavioural therapy. Tang32 studied the efficacy of an occupational therapy anger management group which used a cognitivebehavioural approach. She viewed dysfunctional anger behaviour
as reactions that include verbal aggression, physical aggression and
the abuse of substances. The review of the occupational therapy
literature has thus revealed a need for further investigation.

Sensory Processing
Miller and Lane33 define sensory processing as the registration,
modulation, integration and organisation of sensory stimuli, as well
as the behavioural responses to sensory stimuli. It appears that
adequate sensory processing and management of sensory stimuli
also influence the functioning of adults13,14,17,34. Up to now only a few
research studies have focused on adults with sensory processing
disorders12,35,36,37,38.

Dunn’s Model of Sensory Processing
As already mentioned, Brown and Dunn14 recognised the need for
an adult measure of sensory processing and developed the Adolescent / Adult Sensory Profile14. Further studies provided sufficient
information for this model to be applied to people of all ages39,40.
Dunn’s Model15 defines sensory processing as the interaction between a person’s neurological threshold and behaviour responses.
The Model presents the neurological threshold on a continuum
from high to low, and behaviour responses on a continuum from
active to passive. Different threshold values on the neurological
threshold continuum are represented when a person becomes
aware of a specific sensory stimulus, reacts to it or experiences
irritation. Persons with neurological threshold values higher than
the typical norm tend to react more slowly to sensory stimuli than
other people. On the other hand, when the neurological threshold
values are lower than the typical norm, there is a tendency to react
more quickly to sensory stimuli18 as well as being constantly aware
of sensations and having difficulty concentrating on other tasks.
The one side of the behaviour continuum represents the use of
passive behaviour strategies (such as remaining in a noisy environment in spite of the fact that it is disturbing), while the other side
represents active behaviour strategies (for example, moving away
from a noisy environment when it is experienced as disturbing).
Where a person’s behaviour patterns are more active than the
typical norm, the person can be driven to the extent of performing certain behaviour rituals, which could negatively influence
the completion of daily routines on the other hand, if a person’s
behaviour responses are more passive than the typical norm, the
			

Behaviour response continuum

Neurological
threshold
continuum

Brain acts in accordance		Brain counteracts
with threshold		
threshold

		

PASSIVE		ACTIVE

HIGH		

Low Registration		

Sensory Seeking

LOW

Sensory Sensitive		

Sensory Avoiding

Anger
A need still exists to differentiate between functional and dysfunctional
anger behaviour29. Anger is negatively correlated to assertiveness
and self-image, and is positively correlated to depression, feelings of
guilt, conflict avoidance and dependency30. Assertion, direct anger
expression, searching for social support, anger avoidance and diffusion

Figure 1: Adapted representation of Dunn's Model of
Sensory Processing (from Adolescent/Adult Sensory
Profile User Manual14)
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person can be so uninvolved in the environment that it hinders the
execution of daily routines18. Dunn’s Model for Sensory Processing15
represents the relationship between the two above-mentioned
continuums (see Figure 1).
According to Dunn18 there are four types of sensory processing
patterns. Those with low registration patterns show behaviour
that is more passive in nature and they are less troubled to collect
additional information from the environment whereas persons
with sensory seeking patterns show active behaviour strategies
and tend to find ways of enhancing their sensory experiences.
Those persons demonstrating sensory sensitive patterns notice
sensory stimuli quicker and tend to react to all of them whereas
those with sensory avoiding patterns tend to find ways of avoiding sensory stimuli.
All four sensory processing patterns occur in every person and
can be compared to the typical norm using the Sensory Profile14. A
person can display typical or atypical sensory processing in respect
of each of the patterns. People do not process sensory information
in a uniform way, but in a complex and unique way within all four
of the sensory processing patterns18.

Methodology
Study design
A quantitative study design was used to investigate the relations
between participants’ anger behaviour and sensory processing
patterns. Quantitative research is applied among others to answer
research questions on relations between measurable variables41.
Furthermore a cross-sectional design was considered appropriate,
as above-mentioned relationships were investigated at a certain
point in time by means of statistical comparisons42.

Population and Sampling
Convenience sampling was used, which offered the opportunity to
involve as many voluntary participants as possible. The study population consisted of adults with substance abuse difficulties who were
admitted to two institutions in Pretoria between 1 October 2008
and 29 May 2009. The one institution specialises in substance abuse
rehabilitation, while the other is an inpatient treatment facility for
clients with mental health problems. A total of 84 participants met
the inclusion criteria, of which 54 participants were in-patients at
one institution and 30 in-patients at the other institution.
The inclusion criteria were as follows:
✥✥ If clients were able to respond appropriately and complete
the questionnaires independently, they could participate from
their second week of hospital residence. It was expected that
participants’ physical withdrawal symptoms would be under
control by then.
✥✥ Adult men and women (18 years up to 64 years and 11 months)
admitted for their first psychiatric rehabilitation treatment
programme. The reason for this criterion was to exclude the
possible effect of previous admissions’ life skill training.
✥✥ Participants had to be literate and able to complete the questionnaires independently as well as being conversant in English
or Afrikaans as the questionnaires were available in these two
languages.
Persons who had brain damage due to an acquired brain injury,
congenital causes or birth trauma, were not included.

Measurement tools
For the purpose of this study a questionnaire was compiled to
collect the following demographic information from participants’:
age, education level, occupations, gender, marital status, home
language, previous rehabilitation programmes attended, family
members’ with substance abuse difficulties, future expectations
about support, type of substances abused and whether problems
related to a head injury were still being experienced.
The Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile14 was used in the study
as it can be administered to people up to the age of 64 years and
11 months. This is a 60-item questionnaire with a self-evaluation
scale. The items are scored to classify the individual’s propensity for

behaviours in each sensory processing pattern as: much less than
others, less than others, the same as others, more than others,
much more than others. The classifications less and much less than
others indicate sensory processing patterns less than the typical
norm. It is possible that persons could experience problems in their
daily functioning due to this manner of sensory processing. The
classification same as others indicates sensory processing patterns
that are the same as the typical norm. It is not expected that this
manner of sensory processing would cause functional problems for a
person. The classifications more and much more than others indicate
sensory processing patterns that are more than the typical norm.
It is possible that persons could experience problems in their daily
functioning due to this manner of sensory processing.
The psychometric characteristics of the Adolescent/Adult
Sensory Profile14 were investigated by Brown, Tollefson et al40 in
respect of item reliability, face validity, construct validity and standardisation. The majority (92%) of the study population used for the
standardising of the Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile14 were Whites
with a Western (Eurocentric) background. The majority (84%) of
participants in our study were of similar ethnicity. The Adolescent/
Adult Sensory Profile14 has, however, not yet been standardised
for a South African population. At the time of the study, no similar
South African measuring instrument was available.
A second questionnaire was constructed based on published
studies which describe participants’ anger behaviour rather than
administering standardised tests for this purpose6,43,44.This questionnaire collected data on how often participants experienced specific
anger behaviour by using a simple scale with the following options:
almost never (approximately 5% or less of the time), seldom (approximately 25% of the time), sometimes (approximately 50% of
the time), often (approximately 75% of the time), and almost always
(95% or more of the time). Participants, who indicated that they
“sometimes”, “often” or “almost always” experienced the particular
anger behaviour, were requested to specify their behaviour. Participants were asked to report on verbal expression of anger, physical
expression of anger, escape from an anger situation, substance abuse
when angry, suppression of anger, non-verbal expression of anger,
and applying calming strategies. One open question was asked at
the end of the questionnaire where participants could specify any
other anger behaviour that was not identified in the questionnaire.
This questionnaire had been evaluated by occupational therapists
and other experts working at the University of the Free State as
part of project planning.

Methods and procedures
Each study participant attended a data collection session with
other participants (between two and ten participants). Although
participants were in the same room, they were asked to complete
questionnaires independently from each other. The first author was
present during the whole session and administered the questionnaires to the participants explaining the instructions and encouraging
participants to indicate if they needed further explanation.
Control over external factors41 was exercised by collecting
data over the same period of time, at the same time of the day
ie afternoons, using the same venue. Data collection sessions did
not take place during participants’ treatment or visiting times. As
the participants were in-patients they had already had breakfast
and lunch, which limited the effect of hunger. The data collection
sessions lasted approximately 40 minutes thus limiting the effect of
fatigue. All participants were informed that the success of the study
depended on the completeness and correctness of the information
that they provided in the questionnaires. Participants were assured
that the researcher would handle all information as confidential.
At the end of the data collection session the first author checked
the questionnaires with each participant to ensure that they were
complete.

Ethics
The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health Sciences, University
of the Free State, approved the study (ETOVS number 133/08).
Right of admission to the premises and permission to inform
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Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used,
namely medians and percentiles for continuous data, and
frequencies and percentages
for categorical data. Ninety five
per cent confidence intervals
were calculated to describe the
prevalence of sensory processing
patterns.

Results

28

The median age of the 84 participants was 36 years and 6 months
(range: 19.0 – 61.0); 64.3%
were Afrikaans-speaking; 67.9%
were male; 54.8% were unmarried; 83.3% had completed at
least grade 12 and 90.5% were
employed and 65.5% abused
alcohol (see Figure 2). Seventy
six (90.5%) of the participants
abused depressants (calming
or sedating effect caused by
the use of substances like alcohol (65.5%), sleeping or pain
medication (25.0%)) 27.4%
abused stimulants (activating and
euphoric effect caused by the
Figure 2: Distribution of the type of substances abused by participants
use of substances like cocaine
(16.7%) and methacarhinone
Table I: Specifications of anger behaviour that presented 50% or more of the time
(10.7%)) and 7.1% abused
depressants as well as stimuFrequency
Specification of anger behaviour
Regular anger behaviour Frequency
lants. Thirteen (15.5%) of the
(%) (n=84)
50% or more of the time (%) (n=84) (reactions presenting most commonly)
participants reported having sus13/56 (23.2)
✥✥ Experience negative state of mind
56 (66.7)
Suppressed anger
tained a head injury. All of them
10/56 (17.8)
✥✥ Later show verbal aggression
reported having no long-term or
permanent neurological deficits
38/53 (71.7)
✥✥ Use depressants
53 (63.1)
Substance abuse
as a result of the injury and were
23/52 (44.2)
✥✥ Raise voice (e.g., shout, scold or yell)
52 (61.9)
Verbally expressing anger
included in the study.
✥✥ Use derogatory terms (e.g., swearing, sarAnger behaviour that oc17/52 (32.7)
casm, remarks)
curred regularly ie 50% or
51 (60.7)
Escape from anger
✥✥ Actively avoid emotions and thoughts on 28/51 (54.9)
more of the time, was reported
situations
anger situation
by participants as suppressing anger (66.7%), using sub24/48 (50.0)
✥✥ Through facial expressions
stances (63.1%), expressing
✥✥ Experience symptoms related to activation of
48 (57.1)
Expressing anger
anger verbally (61.9%), escaping
17/48
(35.4)
sympathetic
nervous
system
(e.g.,
sweating,
non-verbally
from anger situations (60.7%)
heart palpitations, hot flashes)
expressing anger non-verbally
17/38 (44.7)
✥✥ Use a substance to calm down
38 (45.2)
Applying calming strategies
(57.1%), applying calming strat✥✥ Participate in constructive physical activities 8/38 (21.1)
egies (45.2%) and expressing
✥✥ Destructive actions towards objects (e.g., 19/29 (65.5)
anger physically (34.5%). Par29 (34.5)
Physically expressing anger
hit, throw, kick or break objects)
ticipants were asked to specify
✥✥ Participate in constructive physical activities 3/29 (10.3)
their anger behaviour in more
detail and the most common
reactions reported are illustrated in Table I.
patients of the study were received from both institutions in
All the participants in the study could understand and complete
Pretoria. The expectations and potential risks of the study were
the Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile14. According to the Adolesexplained to participants in a group, orally and in writing, in
cent/Adult Sensory Profile14 (see Figure 3 on page 29), 51.2% of
simple language and without the use of medical or professional
participants’ low registration patterns were classified as more or
terminology. Patients were informed that participation, refusal
much more than that of other people, while 11.9% of participants’
to participate, or withdrawal from participation in the study was
sensory-seeking patterns were classified as more or much more
voluntary and their choice would not imply any negative effect
than others. The sensory-sensitive patterns of 50% of participants
on their health care. Participants signed an informed consent
were classified as more or much more than that of other people,
form. Participants were informed that the data collected in this
while 55.9% of participants’ sensory-avoiding patterns were classtudy would identify participants with possible anger problems
sified as more or much more than that of others.
and that it was ethical to make these participants aware of it. In
Approximately one third (32.1%) of the participants showed
these cases participants were asked for written permission to
more than the typical norm in three sensory processing patterns
make results known to their psychologist and/or psychiatrist.
(see Figure 4 on page 29). These three patterns were specified as
Counselling was made available to participants, should they need
follows: (i) 27.4% (n=23) of participants’ low registration, sensoryit due to participation in the study.
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prevalence (see Table II on page
30) was the same for:
Verbal and physical anger behaviour:
✥✥ seldom express anger verbally and seldom express anger
physically; sensory-seeking less
than the typical norm, sensoryseeking the same as the typical
norm and sensory-avoiding
more than the typical norm
✥✥ regularly express anger verbally and regularly express anger physically; sensory seeking
the same as the typical norm
and low registration more than
the typical norm

Figure 3: Classification of participants' sensory processing patterns

Figure 4: Comparison of participants' sensory processing patterns less, the
same or more than the typical norm
sensitive and sensory-avoiding patterns were more than the typical
norm; (ii) 3.6%(n=3) of the participants’ low registration, sensoryseeking and sensory-avoiding patterns were more than the typical
norm; and (iii) 1.2%(n=1) of the participants’ sensory-seeking,
sensory-sensitive and sensory-avoiding patterns were more than
the typical norm.
Participants’ seven anger behaviours experienced as seldom
(25% or less of the time) or regularly (50% or more of the time)
were described in terms of the four sensory processing patterns.
Each anger behaviour’s association with the four sensory processing patterns described as less, the same, or more than the typical
norm were determined in terms of the prevalence thereof. The
occurrence of the sensory processing pattern having the highest

Suppressing anger and nonverbal anger behaviour:
✥✥ seldom suppress anger and
seldom express anger nonverbally; sensory-seeking less
than the typical norm, sensoryseeking the same as the typical
norm
✥✥ regularly suppress anger and
regularly express anger nonverbally; sensory seeking the
same as the typical norm and
sensory-avoiding more than
typical norm
Escaping from anger situations
and applying calming strategies when angry:
✥✥ seldom escape from anger
situations and seldom apply
calming strategies when angry;
sensory-seeking less than the
typical norm and sensoryseeking the same as the typical
norm
✥✥ regularly escape from anger
situations and regularly apply
calming strategies when angry;
sensory-seeking the same as
the typical norm, sensoryavoiding more than the typical
norm
Descriptions of participants’
anger behaviour and sensory processing patterns were investigated
further in terms of low registration
more than the typical norm and
sensory-avoiding more than the
typical norm. In Table III on page
31 the two patterns were specified
further in terms of anger behaviour.

Discussion

Convenience sampling possibly led to bias in the study’s results,
which limited the internal validity of the study. The results were
therefore interpreted circumspectly. The study’s external validity also showed limitations due to the convenience sampling and
because the study was not repeated in other study populations.
The results can thus not be generalised outside the chosen study
population.
The majority of participants in this study were Afrikaans speaking males with a grade 12 education, employed and rehabilitating
from their alcohol abuse habits. A similar profile as mentioned above
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Table II: Sensory processing patterns having the highest prevalence in terms of associations with anger behaviour
Anger behaviour

% of participants
[95% CI*]

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

21.9 [11.0% ; 38.8%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

66.6 [48.3% ; 79.1%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

62.5 [45.3% ; 77.1%])

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

75.0 [61.8% ; 48.8%]

Low registration more than the typical norm

61.5 [48.0% ; 73.5%]

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

20.0 [11.6% ; 32.4%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

67.3 [54.1% ; 78.2%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

58.2 [45.0% ; 70.3%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

79.3% [61.6% ; 90.2%]

Low registration more than the typical norm

65.5 [47.3% ; 80.1%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

85.7 [68.5% ; 94.3%]

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

19.6 [11.3% ; 31.8%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

64.3 [51.2% ; 75.5%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

60.9 [45.9% ; 70.8%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

77.8 [61.9% ; 88.3%]

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

18.8 [10.2% ; 31.9%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

66.7 [52.5%; 78.3%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

62.5 [48.4% ; 74.8%]

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

18.8 [8.6% ; 34.4%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

69.7 [52.7% ; 82.9%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

72.6 [59.1% ; 82.9%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

60.8 [47.1% ; 73.0%]

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

19.6 [10.7% ; 33.2%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

71.5 [57.5% ; 82.7%]

Often applies calming strategies (50%
or more of the time) (n=38)

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

71.1 [55.2% ; 83,0%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

57.9 [42.2% ; 72.1%]

Seldom uses substances when experiencing anger (25% or less of the time)
(n=31)

Sensory-seeking less than the typical norm

22.6[11.4% ; 39.8%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

74.2 [56.8% ; 86.3%]

Sensory-seeking the same as the typical norm

69.8 [56.5% ; 80.5%]

Low registration more than the typical norm

58.5 [45.1% ; 70.7%]

Sensory-avoiding more than the typical norm

58.5 [45.1% ; 70.7%]

Seldom expresses anger verbally (25%
or less of the time) (n=32)

Often expresses anger verbally (50%
or more of the time) (n=52)

Seldom expresses anger physically
(25% or less of the time) (n=55)

Often expresses anger physically (50%
or more of the time) (n=29)
Seldom suppresses anger (25% or less
of the time) (n=28)
Often suppresses anger (50% or more
of the time) (n-56)

30

Sensory processing pattern

Seldom expresses anger non-verbally
(25% or less of the time) (n=36)
Often expresses anger non-verbally
(50% or more of the time) (n=48)

Seldom escape from anger situation
(25% or less of the time) (n=33)
Often escape from anger situation
(50% or more of the time) (n=51)
Seldom applies calming strategies (25%
or less of the time) (n=46)

Often uses substances when experiencing anger (50% or more of the time)
(n=53)

*95% CI: 95% confidence interval (For data on all the associations between sensory processing patterns and anger behaviour request it from the
first author.)
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Table III: Specification of anger behaviour in participants with low registration patterns more than the typical norm,
and participants with sensory-avoiding patterns more than the typical norm
Participants with low registration patterns
more than the typical norm
Regularly express anger physically (65.5%) (n=19/29)
o 57.9% towards objects
o 10.5% towards people
o 5.3% injure themselves
Regularly express anger verbally (61.5%) (n=32/52)
o 56.3% show verbal aggression
Regularly use substances (58.5%) (n=31/53)
o 77.4% use depressants
o 22.6% stimulants

Participants with sensory-avoiding
patterns more than the typical norm
Seldom express anger verbally (62.5%) (n=20/32)
Regularly express anger non-verbally(62.5%) (n=30/48)
o 50% through facial expressions
o 36.7% describe physical reactions
Regularly suppress anger (58.9%) (n=33/56)
o 30.3% consequently experience a negative mood change
Regularly escape from anger situations (60.8%) (n=31/51)
o 35% consciously avoid emotions thoughts on the situation
Regularly use substances (58.5%) (n=31/53)
o 64.5% use depressants
o 29% stimulants
Seldom express anger physically (58.2% (n=32/55)
Regularly apply calming strategies (57.9%) (n=22/38)
o 27.3% use depressant substances
o 31.8% perform passive relaxing activities
o 22.7% perform physical relaxing activities

was reported in the 2006 record of South African Community Epidemiology Network on Drug Use (SACENDU)45 on the majority
profile of patients admitted to substance rehabilitation clinics in
South Africa. In the 2008 annual report of the South African Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Research Unit factors such as affordability, awareness and location of clinics were discussed as factors that influence
intake for substance rehabilitation in South Africa46. It was possible
to see some similarity between these factors and our study’s results.
The majority of participants in this study were employed and most
likely able to afford admission or had medical aid cover. Most of the
participants were educated and probably more aware of the treatment options for substance abuse. The two institutions where the
study took place were located in well established neighbourhoods
in Pretoria, increasing the likelihood that most participants were
aware of the facilities.
Despite a history of head injury in 15.5% of participants, none
of them reported that they experienced any long-term neurological deficits. The inclusion of these participants in this study could
be seen as a limitation, as the possibility existed that they were
not aware of subtle neurological deficits as a result of the head
injury. These participants were however able to give appropriate
responses and complete the questionnaires independently.

Anger behaviour
Suppression of anger was selected by most of the participants
(66.7%) as regular anger behaviour, with negative mood change
and verbal aggression as the most prevalent reactions to anger suppression. Tafrate and colleagues6 found similar results in participants
with a high tendency towards anger. They had a much larger need
to suppress their anger, experienced significantly more negative
thoughts about themselves, and experienced significantly more
negative emotions such as depression, embarrassment and repugnance, than participants with a low tendency to anger. Mayne and
Ambrose1 also asserted that persons who chose to suppress their
anger were more prone to withdraw socially. A large percentage
(63.1%) of the participants in this study indicated substance use as
anger behaviour. Again this result was also found by Tafrate and colleagues6. Persons with a high tendency towards anger were two to

three times more likely to use substances during an anger episode.
Many participants (61.9%) indicated that they often expressed
their anger verbally, of whom 76.9% (44.2% raised their voice and
32.7% used derogatory terms) specified verbal aggressive behaviour (see Table I on page 28). This anger behaviour reaction was also
found by Tafrate and colleagues6. Their study results showed that
persons with a high tendency towards anger were twice as likely
to experience negative verbal anger reactions than persons with a
low tendency towards anger. Many (60.7%) participants indicated
withdrawal from anger situations as regular anger behaviour, of
whom more than half (54.9%) described that they walked away and
then consciously avoided thoughts and emotions regarding the anger
situation. To withdraw from the situation and try to forget about it
has been described by Linden and colleagues31 as avoidance and a
less effective anger management style. Of the 57.1% of participants
who indicated that they often expressed anger non-verbally, 35.4%
experienced symptoms related to the activation of the sympathetic
nervous system (e.g. heart palpitations, hot flashes or sweating) and
regarded it as non-verbal anger behaviour. Tafrate et al.6 found that
non-verbal anger behaviour occurred regularly in persons with a
high and low tendency towards anger. They6 indicated that participants with a high tendency towards anger experienced significantly
more headaches and light-headedness than participants with a low
tendency towards anger.
In comparison to all the anger behaviour reported, notably
less (45.2%) participants indicated the use of calming strategies
as regular anger behaviour. However, 44.7% of these participants
specified substance use as their way of calming down. In the development of the Anger Management Scale, Stith and Hamby2 found
that substance abuse correlated more strongly with behaviour and
thoughts which increased the intensity of anger experiences. It was
therefore possible that these participants had not yet realised the
negative effect of substance abuse on their anger behaviour. What
became clear in this study was participants’ inability to apply healthy
calming strategies during anger situations. Of the 34.5% of participants who indicated physical expression of their anger as regular
anger behaviour, 55.2% acted physically aggressive towards objects,
6.9% towards other people and 3.4% towards themselves (total
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of 65.5% reporting physical aggression). Based on these findings, it
would be valuable to further investigate the relation between anger
and physical aggression in clinical populations. Generally research
has shown a low correlation between aggression and anger in nonclinical populations29.
Participants who withdraw from anger situations or suppress
their anger would benefit from treatment that focused on the
promotion of social and cognitive skills47. To address verbal and
physical aggression, or management of physical symptoms related
to anger episodes, cognitive behavioural therapy, the learning of
relaxation techniques and applicable leisure time activities were
recommended47,48,49. For the participants who used substances to
manage their anger, the above mentioned intervention would also
offer support in the prevention of substance abuse relapse7.

Sensory processing patterns

32

It has been proposed that substance abusers could present with
sensory-seeking patterns of behaviour more than the typical
norm12,17. It was noticed though in this study that 71.4% of participants’ sensory-seeking patterns were in accordance with the
typical norm (see Figure 3 on page 29). This finding was similar to
what has been reported previously on persons with schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder, in which the majority of participants’ sensoryseeking patterns were also the same as the typical norm50.
Figure 3 furthermore shows that 51.2% of the participants’ low
registration patterns were more than the typical norm. These participants probably missed clues from the environment and indicated
a stronger need for activities that supplied them with additional
sensory stimuli18. Half (50%) of the participants’ sensory-sensitive
patterns were more than the typical norm. They were probably
very aware of their surroundings and indicated a need to decrease
the intensity and amount of sensory stimuli in their environment18.
Finally, 55.9% of the participants’ sensory-avoiding patterns were
more than the typical norm, and probably these participants had
found ways to limit their sensory stimuli and indicate a need for
quiet environments and clear expectations18.
Participants with insight into their own unique sensory processing, meet their sensory processing needs by adapting their daily
activities in a healthy way33. Their choice of daily activities supports the regulating process of their nervous sytem18. For persons
whose sensory processing patterns are more or less than the typical
norms, this process – to make sense of their sensory processing
needs and adapting their daily activities accordingly – could be even
more complicated. However, it is not assumed that all persons with
sensory processing patterns more or less than the typical norm will
definitely experience subsequent problems14. What is of clinical
importance, is to be aware of, assess and treat sensory processing
difficulties in adult patients. Possibly, some of the participants would
benefit from treatment regarding their sensory processing patterns,
which could include14, 17:
✥✥ promotion of insight into the influence of unique sensory
processing on their functioning, such as productivity at work,
concentration, reaction to others’ verbal and non-verbal communication, social interaction with others in various environments, sensory stimuli serving as stressors and sensory stimuli
that promote stress relief;
✥✥ analyses, in collaboration with the occupational therapist, the
relevant situations, circumstances or environments, in order to
develop methods to support their way of sensory processing
and thus improve functioning; and
✥✥ learning relevant life skills, including assertion of themselves,
other people and their environment, in order to improve compliance with their own sensory processing needs.

Description of between anger behaviour in terms
of sensory processing patterns
In processing the results, it became clear that a notably larger sample
size would be necessary to determine statistically significant associations. The results were, however, indicative of the participants’
sensory processing and the prevalence of their anger behaviour.

Similarities were noted in participants’ sensory processing patterns in relation to the other six anger behaviours. Participants’
sensory processing patterns were much the same for their verbal
and physical anger behaviour, anger suppression and non-verbal
anger behaviour, and anger behaviour to escape and apply calming
strategies (see Table II on page 30). These results showed similarities
with those of Linden and colleagues31. Behavioural Anger Response
Questionnaire (BARQ) Model on anger management styles. The
BARQ Model describes direct expression of anger to include verbally and physically aggressive behaviour; avoidance of anger to
include conscious efforts to avoid the anger situation, emotions and
thoughts about it; and diffusing of anger to include participation in
various activities to channel anger31.
Anger management styles are seen as stable behaviour characteristics51. Dunn and Brown14 found strong correlations between
people’s sensory processing patterns and behaviour characteristics.
The results of participants’ anger behaviour and low registration
patterns more than the typical norm and sensory-avoiding patterns more than the typical norm support these correlations. With
regard to these sensory processing patterns, it would seem that
the various anger behaviour reactions indicated specific patterns
of anger behaviour, thus anger management styles. Participants’
low registration patterns more than the typical norm and anger
behaviours indicated a style of direct anger expression (regular
verbal and physical expression of anger, but seldom non-verbal
expression of anger, and seldom suppression of anger). Participants’
sensory-avoiding patterns more than the typical norm and anger
behaviours indicated a style of avoiding anger (regularly withdrawing from anger situations, often suppressing anger, often expressing
anger non-verbally, often using substances to manage anger, seldom
expressing anger verbally or physically).

Low registration patterns more than the typical
norm and direct expression of anger
According to Lombaard17, it appears that people with low registration patterns more than the typical norm, are less aware of
their level of excitement and take long to realise that they are in
sensory-overload. It is also applicable to the control of a person’s
anger. Some people become aware of the intensity of their anger
only when it is very high52. In this case, self-control is notably more
difficult to apply and an anger outburst with aggressive behaviour
can more easily occur. Participants with low registration patterns
more than the typical norm indicated poorer self-control (regularly
became verbally or physically aggressive), possibly because they
became aware of their anger experience only after its intensity
drastically increased. Furthermore, the majority of participants
with low registration patterns more than the typical norm, used
depressants in anger situations, probably to lower their nervous
system’s level of excitement53. A small number of these participants used stimulants and that would also influence their nervous
system’s level of excitement, as the abuse of stimulants in general
incite euphoric experiences54.

Sensory-avoiding patterns more than the typical
norm and avoidance of anger
According to Brown and Dunn, 14 persons with sensory-avoiding
patterns more than the typical norm, easily experience sensory
stimuli as too intense or overwhelming. In Dunn’s Model15, sensoryavoiding patterns occur on the side of the behaviour response
continuum that represents the use of active behaviour strategies.
Dunn18 found that people with active behaviour strategies were
prone to act proactively, in order to control the amount and type
of sensory stimuli at their disposal. It was possible that the majority
of participants with sensory-avoiding patterns more than the typical
norm, who regularly escape from anger situations or suppressed
their anger, could have experienced sensory stimuli paired with
anger situations as too intense or overwhelming. To withdraw
from anger situations and then apply calming strategies were possibly furthermore connected to these participants’ ways of sensory
processing, in that they wanted to control the type and amount
of sensory stimuli that they are exposed to. The majority of these
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participants cognitively avoided their anger or used depressants.
In this case, the use of substances could be linked to the need to
lower their level of excitement53. Functional anger behaviour that
was most prevalent was diffusion of anger through participation
in a constructive physical activity or a relaxing passive activity. It
could also be that these participants regularly expressed their anger
non-verbally, because they reacted quicker to the sensory stimuli
from an anger situation and more easily experienced it as intense
or overwhelming.
The researchers’ have hoped that the study’s results on sensory
processing patterns can first of all contribute to the existing knowledge of anger behaviour in substance abusers. Secondly encourage
occupational therapists to consider including the assessment and
treatment of sensory processing patterns as part of their anger
management and/or substance rehabilitation programme. Lastely to
encourage research on the relationships between senory processing
patterns and life skills in adult clinical populations.

Conclusion and recommendations

Anger suppression, substance use and verbal aggression were
anger behaviours that occurred regularly in most participants in
this study. Very few participants applied calming strategies during
anger situations.
The majority of participants in this study displayed low registration, sensory-sensitive and sensory-avoiding patterns more than
the typical norm, and sensory-seeking patterns in accordance to
the typical norm. The majority of participants with low registration
patterns more than the typical norm regularly expressed their anger
by becoming verbally or physically aggressive and used substances in
anger situations. With regard to participants with sensory-avoiding
patterns more than the typical norm, the majority regularly escaped
from anger situations, often suppressed their anger, regularly
expressed their anger non-verbally and regularly used substances
during the experience of anger.
Occupational therapists should consider assessing the sensory
processing of their adult patients, such as substance abusers and
patients with problematic anger. Adults whose way of sensory
processing affects their functioning possibly experience problems
with, for example, organising daily tasks, maintaining relationships
and being satisfied with their work or life roles. During Occupational Therapy, the relevant situations and environments should
be analysed to identify which life skills should be taught during
intervention to support the person’s sensory processing and thus
improve functioning.
The study results indicated that further research on the association between adults’ sensory processing and behaviour characteristics, such as anger behaviour, would be worthwhile in clinical and
non-clinical populations. The use of a qualitative research approach
and purposive or representative sampling are recommended for
future studies. This can provide a deeper understanding of the
behaviour of clients’ who experience specific sensory processing
difficulties. It may provide confirmation for quantitative results and
support the generalisation of findings.
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Structural and chronic poverty, adverse incorporation, a decline in employment opportunities and the neglect of rural development
needs have combined to further destabilise the lives of people who have inhabited the margins of South African society for decades.
While many adults struggle to cope with the demands of daily living, children are not thriving or coping well academically. People who
receive some form of social grant are relatively better off than many of their neighbours, but in a communitarian society this regular
income is shared with the whole household. A community-based rehabilitation approach with a strong occupational perspective could
be used to mobilise rural residents (all ages, including disabled people, their households and neighbours) to self-help action, leading
to better health, wellbeing and fruitful life course development. This would require conscientisation, effective teamwork and long term
commitment from services and the community alike to an evolving process of development across many different sectors. The possibility
poses an opportunity for occupational therapists that catch this vision to adopt a population approach to change, and to simultaneously
promote people-centred development through occupation.
Key words: Poverty, life course development, community based rehabilitation, population occupational therapy
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